How a society acquires its food resources is known as its?
- labor specialization
- culture
- subsistence pattern
- division of labor

The two theoretical approaches that dominated 19th century anthropology are:-
- Diffusionism and evolutionism
- Functionalism and evolutionism
- Structuralism and functionalism
- Structuralism and diffusionism

Which is the right sequence in the evolution of anthropological fieldwork?
- verandah anthropology, armchair anthropology, participant observation
- participant observation, armchair anthropology, verandah anthropology
- armchair anthropology, participant observation, verandah anthropology
- armchair anthropology, verandah anthropology, participant observation

The concept of ____________ can be used to explain why people conform even without coercion.
- Assimilation
- Ethnocide
- Hegemony
- Resistance

The term 'mode of production' was popularized by:-
- Marx
- Stalin
- Dalton
The 'People of India Project' of the Anthropological Survey of India was headed by:-
- P.K. Mishra
- Sarkar
- K.S. Singh
- Thurston

'Sanskritsation' was a concept given by:-
- M.N. Srinivas
- Edmund Leach
- L.K. Ananthakrishna Iyer
- A.R. Radcliffe Brown

Ethnicity means:-
- a) identifying with a particular group that is defined in terms of specific phenotypic features
- b) identifying with, and feeling part of a particular group that shares certain beliefs, values, customs, and norms
- c) being excluded from other groups because of one's ethnic identity
- d) both "b" and "c" are correct

The concept culture of poverty is given by:-
- Oscar Lewis
- McKim Marriot
- Louis Dumont
- Robert Redfield

The movement of cultural objects and ideas from one culture to another is:-
- diffusion
- acculturation
transculturation
assimilation
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Urban Anthropology is concerned with:
- Infrastructure development
- Health and Population
- Social relations, symbols and political economies of people in the cities
- Demography of the city
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'Patterns of Culture' was a concept given by:
- Ruth Benedict
- Magaret Mead
- Edward Tyler
- Franz Boas
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A Bilateral cross-cousin is one who is both?
- FZD and MBD
- FBD and MBD
- FZD and MZD
- FBD and MZD
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Unlike ethnography, survey research:
- is conducted with little or no personal contact between study subjects and researchers
- studies whole functioning communities
- has been traditionally conducted in nonindustrial, small-scale societies
- makes little use of statistics
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Shifting cultivation is also called:
- a) Slash and burn
- b) Swidden
- c) Intensive agriculture
- d) Both (a) and (b)
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Which anthropologist was a student of Franz Boas and famous for her studies in Samoa?
- Margaret Mead
- Mary Douglas
- Margaret Thatcher
- Pearl S. Buck
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The first monographs of the Angami and Sema Nagas was written by:-
- S.C. Dube
- J.H. Hutton
- S.C. Roy
- J.P. Mills
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The *kula* exchange was first anthropologically studied by:-
- R. Radcliffe Brown
- Edmund Leach
- Evans Pritchard
- Malinowski
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The book *The Gift* is written by:-
- Emile Durkheim
- Marcel Mauss
- L.H. Morgan
- Talcott Parsons
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An example of a polytheistic religion is:-
- Islam
- Hinduism
Christianity
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Tribal Sub-plan was first suggested by:-

Dhebar Commission
Mandal Commission
Shilo Ao Committee
S.C. Dube Committee
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The term animism was first used by:-

Boas
L.H.Morgan
Tylor
Durkheim
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Who among the following was responsible for PESA Act 1996?

Verrier Elwin
G.S Ghurye
Dileep Singh Bhuria
L.P. Vidyarti
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Unlike questionnaires, in-depth interviews:-

allow informants to talk about what they see as important, rather than have to modify their responses to fit into predetermined categories
are usually administered to a random sample of a larger population
are better suited to urban, complex societies where most people are literate
rely on very short responses
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Current Anthropology is a peer reviewed journal published by:-

University of Chicago, US
TRIPS stands for:-
- Tariff Related Intellectual Property Rights
- Trade Regulation of Intellectual Property Rights
- Tariff Regulation of Intellectual Property Rights
- Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

The impact of green revolution was felt most in the case of:-
- Rice
- Oilseeds
- Pulses
- Wheat

Exogamy is a rule specifying marriage:-
- Either within or outside one’s own kin group or community
- Within one’s own kin group or community
- Between any two kin groups
- Outside one’s own kin group or community

What is development anthropology?
- The branch of medical anthropology that focuses on the social issues in, and the cultural dimension of childbirth
- The branch of biological anthropology that focuses on human development
- The branch of applied anthropology that focuses on social issues in, and the cultural dimension of, economic development
- The branch of cultural anthropology that focuses on the social issues in, and the cultural dimension of, the development of oral traditions
Culture and personality studies is part of:-
- Political Anthropology
- Economic Anthropology
- Ecological Anthropology
- Psychological Anthropology
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Polygyny is a practice where:-
- A man has two or more wives
- A Man has only one wife
- A woman marries the elder brother of her sister's husband
- A woman has two or more husbands
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What is levirate marriage?
- It refers to the custom by which a widow marries the brother of her deceased husband
- It refers to the kind of plural marriage in which the woman's husbands are all brothers
- It refers to the custom by which all the brothers of one family marry all of the sisters of another family
- It refers to the royal same-sex incest once practiced by traditional Hawaiians to concentrate mana
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The concept *thick description* was proposed by:-
- Antony Giddens
- Raymond Firth
- Clifford Geertz
- Adam Kuper
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The POET model proposed by O.D. Duncan stands for:-
- Population-Organisation-Environment-Technology
- Population-Organisation-Ecology-Technology
- People-Organisation-Environment-Time
- Place-Organisation-Ecology-Technology
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The book, *Muria and their Ghotul* was written by:
- V. Elwin
- Von-Furer Haimendorf
- G.S. Ghurye
- Thurston
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Who among the following did extensive ethnographic research on the Scheduled tribe groups of Andhra Pradesh and the North-eastern states?
- Von-Furer Haimendorf
- D.N. Majumdar
- V. Elwin
- Thurston
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The Environment Protection Act 1986 in India came into force as a consequence of:
- increasing air pollution
- Bhopal gas tragedy
- increasing water pollution
- increased mining in forests
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The concept of ‘Mc.Donaldisation’ is given by:
- George Ritzer
- Roland Robertson
- Anthony Giddens
- Manuel Castells
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Eastern Anthropologist is a peer reviewed journal published by:
- National University of Singapore
- The Royal Anthropological Institute, UK
- Ethnographic and Folk Culture Society of India
- Australian National University
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Which of the following is unique to anthropology?

- random sampling
- interviews
- holistic ethnography
- consultants

The theory of functionalism was proposed by:-

- B. Malinowski
- A.R. Radcliffe- Brown
- Edward Tyler
- C. Levi-strauss

Montreal Protocol 1989 refers to:-

- Rising Oceans
- Reduction in greenhouse gases
- Reduction in ozone depleting gases
- Carbon trading

The book *Homo hierarchicus* is written by:-

- Louis Dumont
- Chris Fuller
- Marcel Mauss
- Adrian Mayer

The book, 'Argonauts of the Western Pacific' was written by:-

- Edmund Leach
- R. Radcliffe Brown
- Evans Pritchard
- Malinowski
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Which American anthropologist came up with three stages of evolution found in unilineal evolutionism?
☐ Edward B. Tylor
☐ Kenneth Feder
☐ Lewis Henry Morgan
☐ Franz Boas
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Under which form of post-marital residence rules systems do couples move to the wife's community?
☐ patrilocal
☐ unilocal
☐ matrilocal
☐ neolocal
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The category 'Scheduled Caste' is a:-
☐ Cultural category
☐ Economic Category
☐ Administrative category
☐ Racial group
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The 'Forest Rights Act 2006' is also known as:-
☐ Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers Act
☐ Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act
☐ Scheduled Tribes and Forest Dwellers Act
☐ Scheduled Tribes (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act
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Who first called the foraging communities as the 'original affluent society'?
☐ Richard Lee
☐ Marshall Sahlins
☐ Tim Ingold
☐ Nurit Bird-David
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World Social Forum is an example of:
- [ ] International Religious Organisations
- [ ] International Non Government Organisation
- [ ] International Government Organisation
- [x] Global civil society

The extended case method was promoted by:
- [ ] The British school of Anthropology
- [ ] The French school of Anthropology
- [ ] The American school of Anthropology
- [ ] The Manchester school of Anthropology

Who was the political leader of India who first proposed the tribal policy popularly known as the *pancheel*?
- [ ] B.R. Ambedkar
- [x] M. K. Gandhi
- [ ] Jawaharlal Nehru
- [ ] Indira Gandhi

What term refers to the movement of people from a single homeland to many lands?
- [ ] acculturation
- [x] cultural imperialism
- [ ] diaspora
- [ ] westernization

The Tribal Areas of India are notified in:
- [ ] Schedule V of the constitution
- [ ] Schedule VI of the constitution
- [ ] Schedule IV of the constitution
- [ ] Schedule V & VI of the constitution
Green revolution in India was promoted by:
- M.S. Swaminathan
- D.N. Majumdar
- Manmohan Singh
- M.N. Srinivas

The concentration of Scheduled tribes is highest in:
- North western states
- Central Indian states
- Andaman and Nicobar islands
- North eastern states

Much of current sociological literature on Labour markets overlaps with:
- Literature on social stratification
- Literature on law
- Literature on religion
- Literature on kinship

Which of the following is not a characteristic field technique of the ethnography?
- random sampling
- life histories
- firsthand fieldwork
- participant observation

‘Folk-urban continuum’ was a concept given by:
- Eric Wolf
- Joan Mencher
- Teodore Shanin
- Robert Redfield
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What commonly happens as the result of introducing new technologies into traditional economies with a preexisting uneven distribution of resources?
☐ These technologies are incorporated without changing any aspect of the community
☐ There is greater equity in the community
☐ Wealth disparities within the community increase
☐ There is a decrease in social stratification
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Which of the following is the funding agency for conducting research in social sciences?
☐ ICAR
☐ ICMR
☐ CSIR
☐ ICSSR
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Jan Breman is known for his study on:-
☐ Caste and religion
☐ Work and leisure
☐ Labour migration
☐ Culture and consumption
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The book 'Silent Spring' was written by:-
☐ Rachel Carson
☐ Sumner
☐ Samuel Klausner
☐ Ulrich Beck
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Who has been the only women Finance Minister of India?
☐ Indira Gandhi
☐ Sushma Swaraj
☐ Meira Kumar
☐ Vijaya Laxmi Pandit
Which fundamental right can't be suspended even during 'Emergency'?  
- Right to Equality  
- Right to Life and Personal Liberty  
- Right to Freedom  
- Right to Education

The discipline of women's studies came into being due to:  
- Women's role in freedom movement  
- Women's entry into higher education  
- Sexual oppression of women  
- Women's search for equality and justice

The concept of SEZ in India is taken from:  
- USA  
- South Korea  
- China  
- Japan

Which is the crucial feature of a good sample?  
- Small size  
- Easy to study  
- Easily approachable  
- Representativeness

Pilot study Refers to a:  
- Testing of the tools used for the Research  
- Follow up study done within a year after the original study  
- Preliminary study conducted on a limited scale before the original study  
- Macro-level study undertaken to test the hypotheses
What is responsible for alienation of women?

- Patriarchy
- Women themselves
- Agrarian economy
- Joint family system

Who, from the following list, is not an environmental activist?

- Sundarlal Bahuguna
- Medha Patkar
- Dr. Vandana Shiva
- M.S. Gore

Constitutional Amendment is responsible for incorporation of the following provisions in the Gram Panchayats. Choose the most correct combination according to code.

- Reservation of women
- Reservation for dalits
- Involvement of Gram sabha in decision-making
- People participation

- (i) and (iv)
- (iv), (iii) and (i)
- (i), (ii) and (iii)
- (ii) and (iii)

Who said that society is a super organic aggregate?

- Charles Darwin
- Herbert Spencer
- Emile Durkheim
- Bronislaw Malinowski

Who of the following wrote on the economic drain of India during British Rule?

- M.K. Gandhi
We have four classical theorists who influenced sociology very much. Identify the correct order in which they appeared in sociology.

- Max Weber, Emile Durkheim, Auguste Comte, Karl Marx
- August Comte, Max Weber, Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim
- Karl Marx, Max Weber, Emile Durkheim, Auguste Comte
- August Comte, Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim, Max Weber

The acronym 'UNESCO' stands for:-

- United Nations Educational, Social and Cultural Organization
- United Nations Educational, Social and Coalition Organization
- United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
- United Nations Employment, Social and Cultural Organization

The theory of 'Treadmill of Production' is given by:-

- Ulrich Beck
- Arthur Mol and Gert Spaargaren
- Alan Schnaiberg
- Catton & Dunlop

Constitution of India Article 17 talks about:-

- freedom of speech
- employment
- abolition of untouchability
- citizenship

Many of the founding fathers of Sociology believed on the principles and procedures of:-
phenomenology
functionalism
evolutionism
positivism
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Amartya Sen won the Noble prize in Economics for his work on:-
- Economic models
- Decentralization
- Hunger, poverty and famines
- Capitalism
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The name 'Ricetec' refers to:-
- Global trade
- Agriculture Technology
- The agrochemical company that partnered the introduction of Bt cotton in India
- A company that claimed patents over Basmati rice
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Match the items of List-I with the items of List-II given below. Select the correct answer from the codes given below:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List-I</th>
<th>List-II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. G.S. Ghurye</td>
<td>i. Village India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. McKim Marriot</td>
<td>ii. The social Background of Indian Nationalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. A.R. Desai</td>
<td>iii. The structure of Hindu Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. N.K. Bose</td>
<td>iv. Occidental civilization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Codes:-
- (a)-i, (b)-ii, (c)-iii, (d)-iv
- (a)-iv, (b)-i, (c)-ii, (d)-iii
- (a)-iii, (b)-iv, (c)-i, (d)-ii
- (a)-iv, (b)-ii, (c)-iii, (d)-i
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The sex ratio of Indian child population after independence has been:-
a) balanced
b) shows greater girls than boys
c) shows more boys than girls
d) Oscillating between (b) and (c)
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How does religion affect the life of women?

(i) It reinforces the legitimization of the division of labour, privileges and rewards of the society
(ii) It may provide standards of values to the society
(iii) It is related to the growth and maturation of the individual
(iv) It contributes to the stability and sometimes destability of order

Codes:-
(ii) and (iii) only
(i) and (iv) only
(i), (ii), (iii) only
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
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Who is the author of "Annihilation of Caste"?
- Periyar EV Ramasami
- Jyothiba Phule
- M.K.Gandi
- B.R.Ambedkar
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Which school of feminist thought believes that "The degree that a person is deprived of power over his/her own body, that person is deprived of his/her humanity"?
- Socialist
- Liberal
- Marxist
- Radical
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Sachar committee report refers to:-
- socio, economic and educational status of adivasis in India
- socio, economic and educational status of christians in India
socio, economic and educational status of dalits in India
socio, economic and educational status of muslims in India
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Article 342 of the Constitution of India refers to:-
☐ Representation in parliament
☐ The formation of Scheduled Areas
☐ Reservation for Scheduled tribes in jobs and appointments
☐ Recognition of Scheduled tribes as declared by President
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VAW stands for:-
☐ Violence against Women
☐ Virus at Work
☐ Value and Work
☐ Violence and War
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The theory of metabolic rift is given by:-
☐ Weber
☐ Marx
☐ Foster
☐ Durkheim
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) was adopted by the UN on:-
☐ 10th December 1948
☐ 10th December 1950
☐ 10th December 1978
☐ 10th December 1990
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The theory of structuralism is associated with:-
☐ Radcliffe Brown
☐ Levi Strauss
The concept of 'embeddedness' was introduced in New Economic Sociology by:-

- Simmel
- Max Weber
- Mark Granovetter
- W. Stanley Jevones

According to Postmodern Feminism:-

- Human experience is located "inescapably within language". Power is exercised not only through direct coercion, but also through the way in which language shapes and restricts our reality.
- A social system that is dominated by males, influences the individual psycho-sexual development.
- Primarily due to one's biology, women's oppression consists of being denied transcendence and subjectivity.
- Women should be in the control of means of reproduction.

What is correct about feminization of labour?

i. More women in work force
ii. Women do work on increasingly more favourable terms
iii. Women are preferred as employees for they are available on cheap and non permanent terms
iv. Women are preferred as employees for their efficiency and flexibility

Codes:

- i and iii only
- ii and iii only
- i, ii, iii and iv
- i, ii and iv only

Who is not a Social Ecologist?

- Radhakamal Mukherjee
- John Muir
- Patrick Geddes
Which one of the following statements best explains the arguments of the feminist movement?

i. Women live longer than men
ii. Gender Inequality is rooted in patriarchy
iii. Only men are responsible for gender inequality
iv. Participatory parenthood promotes gender equality

Codes:—
- i, ii, iii
- ii, iii, iv
- ii, iv
- i, iii, iv

The argument ‘caste is not race’ was made by:-
- Vandana Shiva
- Gopal Guru
- Kancha Illaih
- Dipankar Gupta

‘Men and women are both part of nature and culture’ is the argument of:-
- critical ecofeminism
- anticolonial ecofeminism
- Social ecofeminism
- gynocentric ecofeminism

Concept of ‘Dominant Caste’ is given by:-
- Milton Singer
- Andre Betellie
- Louis Dumont
- M.N.Srinivas